We have developed and implemented a parallel distributed algorithm for the rigid-body protein docking problem. The algorithm is based on a new fitness fuJ1ction for evaluating the surface mat,ching of a given conformation.
1't 1e rometric contact measure measures g the "size" of the contact, area of two molecules. It. is a potential fJmctioJ1 that counts the "van der Waals contacts" t)et,ween t,he atoms of t,he two molecules (the algorithm does JJot c0mput.e the I,ennard-Jones potential).
The chemical contact measure is also based on the "van der Waals contacts"
prirlciple:
We consider all atom pairs that have a '<van der Waals" contact, but irlstead of adding a constant for each pair (c&, h) WC' add a "chemical weight" that depends on the atom pair (0, b). We tested our docking algorithm with a test set that contaiJJs t.
he test examples of Norel et al. [NLWN!)iI]
and F'ischc,r et al. [FLWN95] and compared the results of our docking algorithm with t,he results of Norel t,t al. [NLWN94, NLWN951, with the results of Fischer et al. [FLWN95] and wit,h t,he results of Meyer et al. [MWSRG] . 111 32 of :35 test examples the best conformation with respect to the fitness funct,ion was an approximation of the real conformation.
Introduction
Docking reactions play an important role in a large number of biochemical proccsscs. f2lthough the mechanisms of clocking reart.ioJls are not well known, two coJnpIenientarity prirlciples seem to be important for the recogniLioJ1 aJ1tl bindirlg of docking partners.
The first principle is the &apfx compl'rntntnrzt?/ principle: the shapes of tt1e molecules that. build a docking co~nplex are (locally geonletrically) complrJnentary, that is, there is a good fit between the surfaces of the docking part,ners. The second complement,arity principle is tt1e chemistry princtplv. It statrs that, there is a strong chemical "complementarity" (wit,h respect t,o hydrogen bonds, electrostatic interactions, hydrophobicity aJ1d so
Permission to mnke digit&lxvd copies ofall or pnrl ofthis material for Personnel 01' ChWrOom Use is grnnted without fee provided that the copies arc not made or distributed for profit or commercinl adv,u,tlgc, t~,c copyright notice, the title of the publication and its date nppe.u, ;md notice is given that copyright is by permission of the ACM, Inc. To copy "thewise, t" rvublish, to post on mergers or to redistribute to lists, rc+ircs specific permission and/or fee. Most of the known approaches to proteirl docking n1ake use of these two principles and formulate the problrJJ1 as a 31) matchirig problem: Given two proteins .4 arid fi, COJIJput,e all rigid rnotions of fl, with <4 fixed, such that thus r(tsuiting conformations matcli large "chemically conlplementary" parts of the surfaces of A arid n with miJJima1 penttration of B into the iJ1terior of A.
In the above rigid body docking problem, tl1e st,rorJg assurnption is Jnadc that the two proteins arr rigid. is also based on the "van der Waals contacts" principle: we consider all atom pairs that have a Livan der Waats" contact, but instead of adding a constant for each pair (u, b) we add a "chemical weight" ChemWeight(a, b) that depends on the atom pair (a, b). The precise definitions of the two contact measures are given in Section (2). The algorithm for the docking problem will be sketched in Se&on (3). In Section (4) the results for some "real world" docking examples will be presented. We tested our docking algorithm with a test set t,hat contains the test examples of Norel et al. [NLWN94] and Fischer et, al. [FLWN95] .
In 32 of 35 examples the best conformation with respect to the fitness function was an approximation of the real conformat,ion.
All experiments were carried out with one fixed parameter set. The paramet.er set was optimized so that excellent results are attained for examples where molecule B is of small or medium size (11B11 < 900 non-hydrogen atoms). In all the 25 such examples in our test set the best conformation with respect to the fitness function was an approximation of the real conformation. The rationale behind choosing the parameter set to perform well on such examples is the following.
We plan to use the docking program for database screening; i.e., searching structure databases for possible small or medium sized docking partners for a given protein.
The implementat,ion of our algorithm is able to handle a list L(B) of docking partners for molecule A. Further a graphical user interface for marking parts of t.he surface of .4 was implemented.
If a part of rhe surface of .-1 is marked. then the algorithm carries out a local docking search testing only the marked area: i.e.. the u>rr can. for example. mark the active site of an enzytne of a virus and search for possible inhibitors in databazrs.
In Section (3) \vc' summarize our experience \\-ith the ne\v algorithm and discuss approarhea for refining the model and bottle future research directiom. R'e no\v define the geometric fitness function GoFit that "measures" the size of the common surface of a given conformation conf(.-l. R):
For each atom pair (a,b),n E >l. b E R, whose Euclidian dist,ance d(a, b) is larger than 2.75 A and smaller than 4.0 A, a const.ant Cvdu, is added to t,he fit,ness funct,ion.
Thus. the first sum in the fitness function counts the mtmber of atom pairs t,hat have a "van der Waals contact".
The second sum represent,s a negative score for "overlapping" atom pairs. We presently do not take into account that atoms have different van der Waals radii, but we could easily refine our fitness function with a modest increase of rurtmng time and space requirements.
The chemical fitness function Che,mFit is also based on van der Waals contacts.
But instead of adding a constant for an atom pair (a,b) wit,h a van der Waals contact, a weight ChemWeight(a, b) that. depends on the atom pair (n, b) is added to the fitness function:
The computation of the weights is based on the following classification of atoms. We assume for simplicity that all molecules are made of a set of base fragment,s (the amino acids, the nucleic acids, NADH, FAD, Heme and so on).
Each base fragment has a fragment index frag-index.
The at,oms of each base fragment are enumerated so that each atom has a unique "atom.3nde.r". The type of an atom D of a molecule is a two dimensional vector type(n) := (frog-' d ( ), t 211 es o a om-index(a)) that con tains the index "frog-index(a)" of the fragment to which atom n belongs and the atom index "atom-indez(a 
Here, "no-of all-ocr" is the number of atoms in the test set and *%1o_of nil-cant" is the number of van der Waals contacts in the t.est set. Out of several tested statistical weight measures the above measure yields the best docking results. i.e, the contact value of p is simply the value of our geometric fitness function for a molecule consisting of a single atom which is placed at point p of the three-dimensional space. We describe two data structures that alIow to efficiently determine an approximation of the contact value ConVal(p) for any p. The second data structure is faster than the first, but uses more space. For both data structures a 30 grid t,hat contains molecule A is computed. The boxes of the grid have a side length of 4 A. If all points in a box have the same contact value, we store the contact value with the box. Otherwise we store the value "Undefined" and a pointer to a local data structure for this box. The two data structures for the geomet,ric fitness test differ in the local data structure that is added to boxes with value "Undefined."
In the first, data structure this local data structure is a simplified octree [FVF+SO] with a constant number (default:4) of hierarchy levels. The leaves of the octree store the maximum of the contact values of the eight corners of the corresponding cube. The second data structure has a 30 grid (array of contact values) as the local dat,a structure.
The approximation of the contact value that. is stored for a cell of the grid is the maximum of the contact values of its eight corners. It enables faster tests. but requires more storage.
In order to comput,e the geometric fitness of a given conformation conf(il, R) the following operations have to be carried out for each atom b of B that "belongs" to the Connolly surface of B: Determine the box of the grid that contains the atom b. If the value of the box is not "Undefined", then we add this value to t#he fitness function.
Otherwise we search the local data structure of the box for a smaller box that cont,ains the atom and has a defined contact value. This value is added to the fitness value. How can we select the possible docking conformations? Now we describe the method for selecting the conformations CONF that will be tested. In a first step, we compute a point set P above the surface of molecule A which marks possible positions for atoms of B in the following way: We compute an almost uniformly distributed point set on the surface of a sphere s. We can determine such a point set by recursively refining an icosahedron (see Figure 1 ). For our purposes we take a sphere with a radius of 3.5 A.
For each atom a of A we carry out, the following test: We move t,he center of the sphere s to the center of atom a. For each point of the discrete surface point set of sphere s the algorithm checks if the point belongs to the so called probe center surface.
A point belongs to this surface if the smallest distance to any atom in 4 -a is greater or equal to 3.5 A. We store all the points that, belong to the probe center surface in a list L. For each point p in the list L the contact value C'onVal(p) is computed. We select the points with "large" contact values (default: 2 12) and store them in the point set P (see Figure 2) . The points that have such large contact, values are usually located in invaginations of the surface of /I.
In a second step the algorithm "matches" triples of points in P and triples of atom centers of molecule B using geometric hashing [LW88]:
We compute all triangles between points of P, whose side lengths are larger than a lower bound II ancl smaller than an upper hound I,, and store them in a hash table H. Then we do the same for the centers of the atoms of B that belong to the Connolly surface of molecule B: i.e.. we compute all triangles that fulfill the above length conditions.
For each of the triangles between atom centers of B, we determine all "similar" triangles in the hash table For each pair of similar triangles (tl, tz) a transformation is computed that maps tl onto tz. Since the triangles are similar but not equal, there are different ways to map the triangles.
We use the centers of gravity, the normals of the triangles and angle bisectors to determine a transformation (a point = "center of gravity" and three orthonormal vectors). Thus each pair of similar triangles yields a transformation that has to be applied to molecule B. The resulting conformation is added to the test list CUNF.
Fitness filters:
In our docking algorithm we use "geometry" as a first filter; i.e., we compute the geometric fitness of the conformation set CONF described above. We remove all conformations from the set CONF whose geometric fitness values are smaller than a constant C,,,. Each client builds the data structures for t.he fitness tests in a preprocessing step. Then the master processor informs the client which part of the transformation list it should work on by sending it an integer i. This integer is the list number where the client should start. The client stops at i + STEP, where STEP is a small integer.
The client informs the master that it has finished by returning an integer. Either all the work has been completed --in this case the master informs the client that it should send its list of the best transformations -or there is an unprocessed part of the transformation list -. then the master sends a new start number to the client. The master collects all results from the clients and computes a list of the best transformations.
There is no communication between the clients. The message passing is handled by PVM routines [SunSO] . By choosing a suitable small constant STEP, the load of the clients is well balanced, but the communication overhead is still modest. The first version runs on a cluster of workstations with processors that have different performance values (SUN and SGI workstations).
Hence, it is difficult to prove precisely how the speedup behaves, but our experience seems to imply that the speedup will be greater than 90 % for a small number of processors (< 32).
Some Important
Features of the Implementation:
The implementation of our algorithm is able to handle a list L(B) of docking partners for molecule A; i.e., the algorithm can solve the l-to-n docking problem and compute the "best" docking partners for A contained in the list L(B) of molecules.
Further a graphical interface for marking parts of the surface of A has been implemented (see Figure 3) . If a part of the surface of A is marked, then the algorithm carries out a local docking search testing only the marked area. These features enable the user to search for possible "inhibitors" of enzymes; i.e., the user can mark for example the active site of an enzyme of a virus and search for possible inhibitors in databases. Furthermore, our docking software package called "Parallel Protein Puzzle (PPP)" offers a graphical user interface surface of A has been tested against the complete surface of B. All experiments were carried out with one fixed paramet,er set. Note that the set of docking complexes that, has been used to compute the weight5 C'httttlleeigllt does not) contain our test set. In Table   ( The times have been measured on a cluster of SGI workht,at,ions jIt4400.150Mhe). The members of procrssors t.hat were used are given in brackets. in t,he docking comj~lex. The input, of the "unbound" tests consists of 3D structures of .4 and H that have been elucidated separately.
We have tested 11 "~lnbound" receptors and ligands with a parameter set, that is very tolerant as regards overlappings of atoms; for example, the "penalty" C;,,?, for ovrrlaj)ping atom pairs is small. 
